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Editorial

Thomas Fehlmann

Premio gives Midland award
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have been included in the catalog for several
years now. At the presentation of the 2010 catalog
in March, the «Best Suppliers 2009» were selected for the second time.

The Premio catalog that appears every year in
March is regarded as Switzerland’s tuning bible. It
contains products from over 70 branded manufacturers that can be bought from around 50 garages
all over Switzerland. Midland oils and additives
E V E N T / S P O N S ORI N G

In the category «Car Styling and Accessories»
Oel-Brack was awarded the first prize by the jury.
The other winners were OZ (wheels), KW (chassis), Remus (sport exhaust systems) and Dunlop
(tires). The criteria by which the jury made the selections were reliability and quality of the brand,
customer satisfaction and the importance of the
brand for seasonal business. Roger Blaser, Director of Premio Switzerland, is very pleased: «The
quality of co-operation with suppliers from the
Premio Catalog 2009 was excellent. We are looking towards a positive future.»  

«Focus on fun»

I enjoy the personal contact
Even as a little boy, I dreamed of being
a truck driver. My favorite serial on
television was «Auf Achse» («On tour»).
Although I trained to be a technical
draftsman, in my heart of hearts I have
always been a driver. When I was 22 I
joined Oel-Brack. First I was on the road
with a delivery truck, then with a 6.5 tonner and today with a 12 tonner. That
means I drive the company’s largest
truck. Therefore I have to unload the
most goods but that doesn’t worry me.
The quantity of lubricant that we deliver
has constantly increased.
The roads are busier, too. This means
that it is sometimes late by the time I get
back. On other days I can leave work by
about 3.00 pm. When I was younger perhaps I would have played a game of soccer, but nowadays that is too dangerous
for me. Therefore I simply enjoy unwinding at home. In winter I like to go skiing.

For Patrick Kasper competing in motocross races
has been a ruling passion – for twenty years. And
since 2003 with oil and support from Midland.
Patrick Kasper has been competing in motocross
events for twenty years. First in the Junior 125 category, then Inter 125 and finally Inter Open, the
present Swiss International Motocross Championship. Since 2003 Patrick Kasper has been a
member of the Frankonia Suzuki Team and is on
the road with Midland’s support.
How did he end up doing motocross for 20 years?
«At 16 I was a relatively late starter, which is why
I still drive today,» he said laughing. He had his
best years from 2000 to 2008, when he was regularly classed among the top five. Today he feels
that he does not have to win at any price.

When he lines up at the start it is for the enjoyment. «I will soon be 36 years old and the oldest in
the field. But after twenty years I can’t stop from
one day to the next.» Thus next year, too, he will
compete in events in which the competitors make
no allowances – but not however in an official
Swiss championship. He smiles. He is not thinking
of calling it a day for a long time yet.  

I prefer being on the move to sitting
around in an office. I feel freer and enjoy
the personal contact with customers.
When I deliver the goods, I meet the
people who work there. By the time you
get to know them. Sometimes they
are really glad when I bring the urgently
needed oil and sometimes they are
really stressed out. In any case I only
have time to unload and must go on
straightaway. The next customer is
already waiting for his oil.
Thomas Fehlmann
Driver

P RO M OTIO N O F N E W TAL E N T

A series for the young guns

Thomas Kausch Reinach, the official racing team of Suzuki Schweiz, participates successfully
in the International German Motorcycle Championship (IDM, Supersport 600) and the Swiss Championship (Superstock 1000). Christian von Gunten (Superstock 600) came sixth in the rankings,
Patrick Muff (Superstock 1000) event takes the number 2 spot.

The driving force behind this series is Thomas
Kausch. «This is conscious promotion of young
talent,» he says. Of course, his motives are not
entirely disinterested: «This is how I can discover new talent and improve my team, continuously from the Minibike Trophy via the ADAC
Junior Cup to the big competitions, i.e. 125 Elite,
Superstock 600 or Superstock 1000.» Realizing
his dream of a Swiss Minibike Trophy has been
a long and stony path. All the more reason for
Thomas Kausch to be glad that he has found
sponsors for the new series – including OelBrack/Midland – from among his loyal partners.
He has a second reason to be pleased this year:
after four runs, his son Jarno Kausch is ranked
third in the overall placings for the Swiss Minibike Trophy.

It is perhaps not so well known that TKR also
participates in the ADAC Junior Cup (12 to 18
years old). This year, the TKR Junior Team fielded four riders, two of whom were the best
placed in last year’s Pichard Racing Swiss Minibike Trophy (8 to 15 years old). This Swiss Minibike Trophy is taking place for the second time
ever in 2010. In this series ten young male and
female riders are competing on Honda NSF’s
(100 cm3 four stroke, 8 HP and top speed of 130
km/h). The public and media are really excited
by these «young guns». Therefore a stage of the
Minibike Trophy has even been included in the
introductory program of the legendary Bol d’Or
in Magny-Cours.

Erbacher as magnet for public at Bodensee
The Tuning World Event, Bodensee (Lake Constance) 14 /15 May was a runaway success: more
than 100,000 tuning fans, mostly from Switzerland flocked, to Friedrichshafen. The main attraction
was Urs Erbacher’s stand.
Erbacher’s racing calendar:
26 – 27 June 2010
Trucker Meeting (show only)
Interlaken, Switzerland
1 – 4 July 2010
FHRA Nitro Nationals
Alastaro, Finland
29 July– 1 August 2010
Veidec Festival
Mantorp Park, Sweden
6 – 8 August 2010
Sunoco Drag Challenge (bike only)
Gardermoen, Norway
13 – 15 August 2010
NitrOlympX (show race)
Hockenheim, Germany
9.– 12 September 2010
FIA European Finals
Santa Pod, Great Britain
+++ Double win for Erbacher Racing: Lo Stäuble and Urs Erbacher win the FIA/UEM Main Event in Santa Pod (GB).
+++ Sensation: Urs achieves a new European Speed Record in Santa Pod (GB) with 506.734 km/h (315 mph).
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Fullfills the latest Ford standard:
MIDLAND AVANZA SAE 5W-30
A fully synthetic longlife engine oil that has been especially developed for Ford’s specifications for gasoline and diesel engines with
particle filters (DPF). Even under the most difficult conditions it
guarantees the highest degree of safety and cost savings, thanks to
reduced fuel consumption.
• Fulfills Ford WSS M2C 913-C, the standard for the new generation
of gasoline and diesel engines with particle filters (DPF) from the
Ford Motor Company.
• Suitable for engines that run on gasoline, diesel and diesel with an
increased biodiesel fraction (up to 7 %).
• «Fuel Economy Oil» (FEO) guarantees reduced fuel consumption
and reduced wear of all moving parts.
• High shear stability and squeaky clean engines, even with extended intervals between oil changes.

Now also for Fiat and Renault:
MIDLAND SYNOVA SAE 5W-30
Fully synthetic longlife engine oil with
low SAPS technology for strongly
reduced exhaust gas emissions and an
extended service life of exhaust conditioning systems with particle filters (DPF):
immediately available with performance
levels for the new generation of Fiat
(FIAT 9.55535-G1) and Renault (RN0700)
engines.

• Reduced CO2 emissions.
P ROD U C T I N F OR M ATIO N

The answer to Opel Dexos 2:
MIDLAND AXXEPT SAE 5W-30
Fully synthetic economy engine oil, jointly developed with GM/Opel
for vehicles with and without longlife service intervals and for diesel
engines with particle filters (DPF). The modern low SAPS additive
technology guarantees a longer service life for particle filters and a
reduction of emissions.
• Now low SAPS engine oil with reduced sulfated ash, phosphorous
and sulfur fractions.
• Lower exhaust gas emissions, protects the environment.
• Longer service life for diesel particle filters (DPF) and improved
engine cleanliness.
• The new formulation fulfills the requirements of the new GM/Opel
standard Dexos 2.
• Performance levels for BMW, FIAT, Mercedes-Benz, Renault and
Volkswagen.
• Suitable for vehicles with and without longlife service intervals.

Naturally biodegradable:
MIDLAND BIO ROTAX
High quality chainsaw oil made of plantbased natural products: The basic raw
material is rapeseed oil. By the addition
of naturally degradable adhesive agents
and a special process, Bio Rotax is perfectly suited as a lubricant for motor
chainsaws and adheres to both the guide
rail and the chain. The use of Bio Retax
does not damage the sensitive surface
root formations of trees nor is the ground
water contaminated. Bio Rotax is biologically degradable in accordance with the
standard CEC-L-33-T82 in a very short
time (97% in 21 days).

O U R PART N E R S

Used oil is a valuable raw material

What happens to the used oil that you give us? Quite simple: Altola AG, a company with 40 years
of experience in the collection, recycling and disposal of special wastes of all kinds takes care
of it.

Please don’t mix!
In order to obtain secondary materials
from used oil it is important that the
residues are as pure as possible. If
engine oils are mixed with gasoline,
antifreeze or brake fluids, they can no
longer be fed into the material recycling
system and must be destroyed.

After delivery the quality of the used oil is assessed by specialists. Then it is separated with
various processes from water and impurities.
Depending on its quality, part of the used oil is
used as a secondary fuel in the cement industry
or transport to refineries in other countries for
reconditioning.

In these re-refinery systems, the oil is returned
to the production cycle via vacuum distillation
or via a thermo-cracking plant and can be reused as basic crude. The material obtained in
this way is a high quality crude oil. This saves
raw materials, protects natural resources and
thus ultimately the environment.  

E V E N T / S P O N S ORI N G
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Midland remains
partner

Good start to the season for Marcel Steiner

Midland is continuing its successful
partnership with
Sport Auto Timing
in 2010. Thus Fritz
Burri will continue
to be seen at the
edge of the track in his time measuring vehicle
in Midland design. So that he is also easier to
recognize when he is on the move, Fritz Burri
has also had his new towing vehicle finished in
the Midland livery.  

Marcel Steiner’s season began on 8/9 May 2010 with successful mountain racing in St. Anton (Austria) between Vienna and Linz. In spite of transmission problems, Marcel Steiner obtained a good
second place in the general rankings in the first round. In the second round, he lost some ground
but in the third round he benefited from
others’ bad luck: directly after him another
driver caused a long break in the race with
an accident. In the rain, which slowly settled in, the Formula 3000 drivers who have
more than 100 hp or so more than him
were not able to produce any more good
times. Thus Marcel Steiner not only managed to get first place in his own group but
also second in the general placings.  

Ou r cus t o me r s

Sustainable forest management in Berne
The canton of Berne is the largest owner of
woodland in Switzerland. The 12,500 ha (30,888
acres) of state forest - that accounts for seven
percent of the canton’s forested area - is managed by the Cantonal Forestry Service.
This cantonal forest is divided among over 200
different parcels all over the canton (from the
Berner Oberland to the Berner Jura). In addition
the Cantonal Forestry Service maintains a nursery which produces over 150 native tree and
shrub types.
So that the Cantonal Forestry Service is able to
efficiently manage the scattered woods, it is divided into four regions - Bernese Jura, Mittelland, the Voralpen and Alps. With this reorganization in 2005, the canton of Berne took an important step in the direction of ensuring that the
Service became a self-supporting business.
However the central purchasing of products and
services still makes sense: orders are put out to
tender, also those for the supply of lubricants.
One of the numerous requirements on future
suppliers was that they should be able to provide
distribution down to the level of the local depots.
A case for Midland
Oel-Brack was able to fulfil these requirements
with its Midland brand and now supplies the Cantonal Forestry Service with lubricants. «Beside
product quality, the decisive factors in our choice
of contractor were the good price/performance
ratio and the logistic services,» says Michael
Gloor, Head of Technical Production at the Berne
Cantonal Forest Service. He stresses that all
agreements are based on one-year contracts.
«Midland is thus put to the test every year.»
Among the products that the Cantonal Forestry
Service uses is the plant-based biologically degradable chainsaw oil Bio Rotax. «We manage
the woods sustainably and only harvest as much
wood as is naturally replaced,» explains Michael
Gloor. «As a certified operation we were obliged
from the start to use a biologically degradable
chainsaw oil. This has now long become established as the industry standard,» he says.  
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tÖFF test event
with Suzuki

aSr Kawasaki’s road to sucess
after some initial turbulence, the aSr Kawasaki racing team is on course again and garnered for itself no less than five places on the
podium in the long-established racing course
at Schleiz.

Aseveryyear,themagazineTÖFFagainin2010
helditspopulartesteventinRoggwil.Thiswas
a complete success, not least due to good
weatheronthetestdaysof8/9May.Ofcourse
the Suzuki importer and Midland partner
Frankonia was present with its own stand so
thattheMidlandbrandwasassuredofhighvisibility.

Just after presentation of the ASR Kawasaki
RacingTeamstotheSwissMoto2010,theteam
managerAdiSchweglerhadtoannouncethat
twoofthefivedriverswouldnotcompete.Inthe
case of Marcel Beglinger (Superstock 1000) it
was professional commitment that forced him
to withdraw. And it was the youth of the new
talentJeskoRaffin(Superstock600)thatcounted against him: At the start of the season he
wasnotyet14yearsoldandtheworldassociationdecidedatshortnoticethatitwouldnolongerpermitpilotsyoungerthan14yearsofage.
Since then Chris Burri (Superstock 600) has
joinedthelineup.«Theatmosphereintheteam
is great, everyone is motivated,» says Lorenz
Sennhauser, the only remaining Superstock
1000Pilot,whohasactivelyhelpedtoshapethe

teamsince2005.Theresultsafterthefirsttwo
roundsareverypromising;theASR-600drivers
occupythefirstthreeplacesinthechampionship(1stDominikPlüss,2ndChrisBurri,3rdPascalNadalet).Theteamsufferedaterribleshock
whenthetitleholderDominikPlüsscameoffthe
courseandcrashedinthe2ndraceatSchleiz.
Luckily he was only slightly injured. In the Superstock 1000, after obtaining a third place in
Schleiz,LorenzSennhauserisrankedfourinthe
generalplacings. 

Chris Burri

MidlaNd engine oils for Mercedes cars and commercial vehicles
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Engine oils for cars
SYNOVA
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Engine oils for commercial vehicles
SYNQRONDIESEL
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Midland high-performance engine oils meet all requirements for Mercedes car and truck engines. For all gasoline and diesel
engines incl. diesel particle ﬁlter (DPF) and longlife intervals, the right Midland oil is available.

Ou r cus t o me r s

Auto Schmid AG Unterentfelden
felden and Occasion Aarau West. The franchise for Mercedes-Benz, Smart and Ssang
Yong is located in Unterentfelden. Several
wholesalers and numerous specialist marts
have set up in the immediate vicinity. That is
certainly a reason for the very successful business of Occasion Aarau West, which is the
largest used car dealer in the canton of Aargau
and which occupies an area of more than Unterentfelden 8’000 m2 (86,111 sqft) directly next
to the Unterentfelden site. Here potential customers can find second-hand and as new cars
from Mercedes-Benz and Smart.

Auto Schmid AG in Unterentfelden is one of the largest independent Mercedes dealers in Switzerland
– and for many years has been a loyal customer of Oel-Brack/Midland.
Auto Schmid AG was established in 1948, in
those days with the sale of Austins. In 1954 followed Mercedes-Benz. Today Auto Schmid AG

is a group of companies with around 75 employees, six franchises and three companies: Auto
Schmid AG Rohr, Auto Schmid AG Unterent-

In addition to cars from Mercedes-Benz,
Ssang Yong and Smart, Auto Schmid AG Unterentfelden also successfully sells Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicles. The Auto
Schmid AG Group has grown considerably
over the years and is now one of the largest
independent Mercedes-Benz representatives
in Switzerland. For many years now Auto
Schmid AG has trusted in the quality of Midland lubricants.  

«We nurture regional partnerships»
Effective positioning at an attractive location in Unterentfelden, a large selection of new and
used vehicles, an excellent range of services and a competent workshop team – these are the
reasons for the sustained success of the Auto Schmid Group. This is how Kurt Richner, board
member of Auto Schmid AG Unterentfelden puts it. As the technical operations manager he is
among other things responsbile for purchasing. We questioned him about this.
Mr. Richner, you have obtained your oil for almost two decades from Oel-Brack. You must be very satisfied. That’s true. We’re very satisfied. There
is a lot of trust between us and Oel-Brack, which has become a rarity nowadays. We value this relationship very much.
How is the customer care? The service is outstanding. We have never had any problems. And if we have any oil-related questions, Manfred Steiner
immediately comes over. He knows this subject inside out and can always help us.
Does Mercedes-Benz not prescribe any oil brands? Only for a few high performance engines from AMG. Otherwise we are free. Midland fulfills all
relevant standards for Mercedes-Benz, SsangYong and Smart (see table).
How do your customers react? If they take any notice of the oil at all or buy a 1-liter bottle they are pleasantly surprised. That is certainly partly due
to the label «Swiss Quality Oil».
Are you not obliged to buy the oil from the importer? No, as an independent company we are free to decide. With oils – as also with tires – we
successfully nurture long-term regional partnerships.

In t e r n a l

More space for Midland products

Depa r t men t / S ta ff

We congratulate the following
members of staff for their
anniversaries in 2010:
25 years Oel-Brack AG
Thomas
Fehlmann
Driver

10 years Oel-Brack AG

The first thing you seen when you drive onto the company premises of Oel-Brack AG in Hunzenschwil is the
production hall built in 1947. Refurbishment of this building was not only necessary for esthetic reasons:
some conversion and renovation work was also required to convert it into a warehouse for lubricants. This
basic refurbishment, including a new roof and new facade, has now been completed and the building now
serves as a barrel store. The finishing touches will be completed in only a few weeks. The newly acquired
storage space enables the long term storage of more ready filled products.  

Midland moves Switzerland www.oelbrack.ch

Werner
Neeser
Driver

Warm thanks to these two
long-serving employees for
their excellent work.
We would like to wish for them
continued good health and every
success in the future.

W i nne r s

With Midland to the drag-racing weekend
The lucky winners of our trade fair competitions are:

Swiss Moto 2010
1st prize:	a drag-racing weekend for two persons at the Hockenheimring:  
André Meier, Dorfgarage Meier + Staubli, 5444 Künten
2nd prize: a Midland racing jacket: Thomas Schweizer, Schlapbach Transport AG, 3645 Gwatt
3rd prize: a Midland racing jacket: Walter Senn, Moto-Senn AG, 5026 Densbüren

International Car Show Geneva 2010
1st prize:	a drag-racing weekend for two person at the Hockenheimring:
Garage/Carrosserie Silvio Barandun, 8155 Mettmenhasli
2nd prize:	a Midland racing jacket: 
Garage Rochat, Justin Rochat, 2535 Frinvillier
3rd prize:	a Midland racing jacket: 
Heimgartner Garage AG, Mike Paul, 5442 Fislisbach
We congratulate them and the fourteen other
winners who each received a Midland baseball cap 
or a Midland umbrella.

Midland – a brand of Oel-Brack AG

Rupperswilerstr. 3, CH-5502 Hunzenschwil
Tel. +41 (0)62 889 10 30, Fax +41 (0)62 889 10 49
info@oelbrack.ch, www.oelbrack.ch

